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Abstract: A study on trajectory planning and optimization for a Par4 parallel robot was carried out,
based on energy consumption in high-speed picking and placing. In the end-effector operating space
of the Par4 parallel robot, the rectangular transition of the pick-and-place trajectory was rounded by
a Lamé curve. A piecewise design method was adopted to accomplish trajectory shape planning
for displacement, velocity and acceleration. To make the Par4 robot’s end run more smoothly and
to reduce residual vibration, asymmetric fifth-order and sixth-order polynomial motion laws were
employed. With the aim of reaching the minimum mechanical energy consumption for the Par4
parallel robot, the recently proposed Grey Wolf Optimizer (GWO) algorithm was adopted to optimize
the planning trajectory. The validity of the design method was verified by experiments, and it
was found that the minimum mechanical energy consumption of the optimal trajectory planned
under the law of fifth-order polynomial motion is lower than that of sixth-order polynomial motion.
In addition, the experiments also revealed the optimal values of Parameters e and f, which were the
parameters of the Lamé curve function. Parameter e can be calculated as half the pick-up span for the
minimum mechanical energy consumption, unlike parameter f, whose optimal value depends on
specific circumstances such as the pick-and-place coordinates and the pick-up height.

Keywords: parallel robot; trajectory planning; mechanical energy consumption; Grey Wolf Optimizer;
polynomial motion

1. Introduction

In recent years, parallel robots have been widely developed for their optimal dynamic
properties [1,2], especially parallel robots with lower mobility such as Delta, H4, X4, and Par4. [3,4].
At present, parallel robots are widely used in high-precision fields [5–7] such as aviation manufacturing,
electronic packaging, and 3D printing.

A reasonable trajectory planning of a robot can help it not only to perform the desired tasks with
satisfactory performance [8], but it is also conducive to improving efficiency [9], reducing energy
consumption, and extending the operating life [10,11]. At present, there are many studies on robot
trajectory planning, such as in [12] (point-to-point dynamic trajectory planning was carried out for
six degree-of-freedom (six-DOF) parallel robots, attaining good effects), [13] (point-to-point dynamic
trajectory planning was carried out for three degree-of-freedom (three-DOF) parallel robots, also
attaining good effects), and [14] (a new s −

..
s plane path method was adopted to design a dynamic

feasible point-to-point path and periodic trajectories, based on the forces of geometric constraints).
In general, robot trajectory planning can be either on the end-effector or on the joint level [15].

If it is done on the joint level, the end-effector trajectory of the robot should be mapped to the joint
motion trajectory based on inverse kinematics [16], then only the joint motion needs to be controlled,
and the result of the motion planning is only evaluated at each joint [17]. If done on the end-effector
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level, the motion planning is directly on the end-effector, and the evaluation and control are all applied
on the end-effector [18]. In [19], trajectory planning for a Delta parallel robot was carried out on the
end-effector and on the joint level, respectively. Through comparative analysis, it was found that the
trajectory planning on the joint level could effectively reduce the maximum torque of the motor and
the vibration amplitude of the robot end in the movement process. In view of this, from the lower
rated torque of the motor and the lower vibration amplitude of the robot end of view, in this paper
the trajectory planning of a Par4 parallel robot will be carried out on the joint level, i.e., first, we will
design the shape of movement track and the motion law on the end-effector level, then, the motion
feature of the end-effector will be mapped to the joint space, and the follow-up evaluation and control
will all be conducted at each joint.

Trajectory planning and trajectory optimization are often carried out simultaneously, and the
common optimization objectives are minimum time [20], minimum energy [21], minimum pulsation [22],
and maximum load-carrying capacity [23]. The minimum time optimization, directly associated with
the production efficiency of the robot, was the first of these objectives to be considered, having been
widely applied. For instance, in [24], considering three different types of constraints, smooth joint
trajectories were constructed with the cubic polynomial function, a genetic algorithm procedure with
parallel-populations was applied for the purpose of minimizing time, and finally, the validity of the
method was verified; in [25], a time-optimal trajectory planning method was proposed, based on
quintic Pythagorean Hodograph (PH) curves, in order to realize a smooth and high-speed operation of
a Delta parallel robot. If we blindly pursue the minimum execution time at actual operation, it will
easily lead to the discontinuity of torque and acceleration. Energy consumption is also one of the most
concerning indexes of parallel robots, and especially when the energy source of the robot system is
limited, it is more meaningful to study the minimum energy consumption than other optimization
objectives. At present, some researchers have done trajectory planning for robots with minimal energy
consumption. For example, in [26], a method of trajectory planning with minimum energy damping
was proposed for a flexible-base robot, considering the point-to-point motion task. The maximum
residual vibration amplitude and operating energy were taken as objective functions, and the radial
basis function networks (RBFNs) were optimized using non-dominated sorting genetic algorithms-II
(NSGA-II). In [27], a design method based on the concept of universal redundancy was proposed to
improve the dynamic performance of the mechanism. After the servo motor’s motion path was divided
into multiple segments, the trajectory planning of each segment was designed, respectively, applying
the law of polynomial motion. Some polynomial parameters, as well as the speed and acceleration of
the working point, should be selected with the minimal optimization for energy and vibration force,
based on the genetic algorithm. The validity of the method was verified by experiments, but since there
were many parameters to be optimized, it was easy to fall into the local optimum. An underactuated
self-reconfigurable robot with active and passive joints was designed in [28], and reconfiguration
planning and scheduling were carried out with the aim of minimizing energy consumption based on
the genetic algorithm. In [29], three trajectories were designed based on a model of an underwater
robot, based on minimum energy, minimum turbulence, and minimum torque change rate, respectively.
Finally, the fourth trajectory with minimal energy based on the genetic algorithm was planned, in which
a polynomial approximates the time histories of the trajectory in joint space; the running time and
the coordinates of an intermediate point were taken as the object to be optimized, and the quartic
polynomial was selected as its motion law. The advantage of this method was that it was not reliant
on an accurate mathematical model; however, since the intermediate point was obtained by random
search, the shape of the trajectory could not be well controlled. At present, to the best of our knowledge,
no trajectory planning involving energy consumption has yet been elaborated for a Par4 parallel robot.
In this paper, in order to study the trajectory planning and energy consumption of the Par4 parallel
robot, the minimum energy consumption was taken as the optimized object.

High-speed pick-and-place operation is one of the main working modes of parallel robots [30,31],
and a gate-shaped trajectory is usually adopted, as shown in Figure 1. In the figure, A and H are the
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pick-and-place endpoints, B, C, E, F and G the intermediate points on the pick-and-place track, Ha is
the vertical displacement, also known as pick-up height, and Ba is the horizontal displacement, also
known as pick-up span. The trajectory is symmetric with respect to the dot line MN.
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A polynomial of third order or more, a modified trapezoid and Bang-Bang algorithms are usually
applied as the law of motion [32,33]. Due to the right-angle connection of the conventional gate
trajectory (as shown by the solid line in Figure 1), it is easy to cause the discontinuity of the motor’s
speed and acceleration in the process of movement, which leads to severe mechanical vibration in
the robot. Therefore, a smooth transition is often applied instead of the right-angle connection, as
shown by the dotted line in Figure 1. The ideal transition curve should meet the criterion of continuous
curvature. In [34], taking the five-bar mechanism as the object, a variety of motion trajectories were
compared and analyzed, and the results show that the Lamé curve is better than the others in terms of
residual vibration and the precision of the final position. However, there was no optimization research
about the trajectory with the Lamé curve in [34]. Based on this, in this paper, for the design of trajectory
planning and optimization of the Par4 parallel robot, the Lamé curve was calculated for a smooth
transition of the pick-and-place path; some comparisons were made between the fifth- and sixth-order
polynomial motion laws; and Grey Wolf Optimizer (GWO) was selected for optimizing the Lamé curve
parameters with minimum mechanical energy consumption.

2. Par4 Parallel Robot

The structure of the 4-Dof Par4 parallel robot is shown in Figure 2a, consisting of three parts: (1) A
fixed platform mainly composed of the mounting frame and the servo motor and reducer component;
(2) a moving platform where the actuator is located; (3) four symmetric branched chains connecting
the big arm and small arm by a spherical hinge. The simplified structure diagram for the Par4 robot
is shown in Figure 2b, in which the moving platform has been simplified to Particle P. The OXYZ
coordinate system is established on the fixed platform, where O is the fixed platform center. In Figure 2b,
Li and li are the lengths of the big arm and small arm, respectively, R is the distance from the origin O to
the big arm revolute center, which is called the big arm revolute radius for short in the following article,
qi(i = 1, 2, 3, 4) is the rotation angle of each big arm (only q4 is marked in Figure 2b), and γi(i = 1, 2, 3, 4)
is the angle from the axial direction from each big arm base to the X axis (γi = (2i− 1)π/4). The pose
of the moving platform (Particle P) is described as (x, y, z,θ), where x, y and z are the coordinate values
in the OXYZ system, and θ is the rotation angle of the moving platform, as shown in Figure 2c which
is the top view of the end-effector. For easier description, the local reference coordinate xDy system is
established and is shown in Figure 2c, where D is the moving platform center. In Figure 2c,d,h are the
moving platform lengths along the x and y axes, respectively; Bi is the center of the support where
the two ball hinges connecting the ith small arm with the moving platform are located; the moving
platform can be considered a hinged parallelogram, as shown in Figure 2c; Ci is the pivot of its ith
hinge, which can be considered as the ith vertex of the hinged parallelogram; di is the distance along
the x axis between Bi and Ci; and hi is the distance along the y axis between Bi and Ci, here i = 1, 2, 3, 4.
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2.1. Inverse Kinematics of the Par4 Parallel Robot

According to the Par4 parallel robot structure, the inverse kinematic rotation angle of each big
arm can be obtained as shown in Equation (1):

qi = 2arctan(
−Ii −

√
I2
i −K2

i + J2
i

Ki − Ji
), i = 1, 2, 3, 4. (1)

Here, Ii = Liz, Ki = (ai
2 + bi

2 + L2
i − l2i + z2)/2, Ji = −Li(ai cosγi + bi sinγi), ai = x − εih sinθ+

ξid/2 + ςidi − R cosγi, bi = y + εih cosθ + σihi − R sinγi, ε = [ε1, ε2, ε3, ε4] = [1, 1,−1,−1], ξ =

[ξ1, ξ2, ξ3, ξ4] = [1,−1,−1, 1], ς = [ς1, ς2, ς3, ς4] = [1,−1,−1, 1], and σ = [σ1, σ2, σ3, σ4] = [1, 1,−1,−1].
Given the spatial trajectory of the robot end-effector, the angular displacement of each driving

mechanism can be obtained through the inverse kinematic equations, as in Equation (1). Accordingly,
if the robot is driven with this obtained angular displacement law, the expected end-effector spatial
trajectory will be achieved [35].

2.2. Dynamic Equation of the Par4 Parallel Robot

First, some simplifications of the system structure have been done, i.e., (1) the mass of the big arm
(mb) is simplified to the geometric center of the big arm; (2) the small arm is equivalent to a bar, and the
mass of the two rods of the small arm (ms and ms) are equivalent to both ends of the bar. Regardless of
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the influence of internal stress of the Par4 parallel robot, the dynamic equation of Par4 parallel robot
can be obtained, as follows:

τ = JTMp f (
..
X + g) + I

..
q + fssign(

.
q) + fv

.
q + MnLi cos q (2)

where τ = [τ1, τ2, τ3, τ4]
T, τi(i = 1, 2, 3, 4) is the drive torque of each joint, J is the kinematics Jacobian

matrix of the Par4 parallel robot. X = [x, y, z,θ]T,
¨
X is the second derivative of X, namely the

acceleration of the moving platform end; q = [q1, q2, q3, q4]
T,

.
q and

..
q are the first and second derivative

of q respectively, representing the angular velocity vector and the angular acceleration vector; g is the
gravitational acceleration vector, g = [0, 0,−9.8, 0]T, and Mp f is the mass matrix of the actuator, which
can be represented as

Mp f = diag(Mp f e, Mp f e, Mp f e, m44) (3)

where Mp f e = mc +md + 4ms, m44 = 2(md/2+ 2ms)(h/2)2, mc is the load mass of the moving platform,
ms the mass of a small arm, and md the mass of the moving platform.

In Equation (2), I = Ibin + Ib + Ibout, Ibin is the inertia matrix of the inner connections, Ib the big
arm rotational inertia matrix about its active joint, Ibout the total rotational inertia matrix of the small
arm and the big arm end connections about the active joint, i.e., I = (mend + ms)L2

i · E(4), where mend is

the mass of the big arm end connections. sign(
.
q) = [sign(

.
q1), sign(

.
q2), sign(

.
q3), sign(

.
q4)]

T is the Sign
function vector of the active joint angular velocity, fs the Coulomb friction factor, fv the viscous friction
factor. It should be mentioned that since the speed of the motor (connected to the harmonic reducer
with high deceleration ratio) is higher, the frictions of all the spherical hinges have been ignored.
Mn = mb/2 + mend + ms, where mb is the mass of a big arm, and cos q is the cosine vector of the active
joint rotation angle.

3. Trajectory Planning of the Par4 Parallel Robot

The following detailed trajectory planning is carried out by constructing the Lamé curve as a
smooth transition curve.

3.1. Trajectory Planning Based on Lamé Curve

The general expression of the Lamé curve is(u
e

)n
+

(
w
f

)n

= 1 e > 0, f > 0, n = 1, 2, · · · (4)

It is known that when n ≥ 3, the points B and C, where the Lamé curve and the line cross, will be
continuous [36]. For simplicity, let us take n = 3. The half-way trajectory is shown in Figure 3, where
the dotted line is the trajectory of the Lamé curve.Appl. Sci. 2019, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 6 of 19 
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In Figure 3, AB is the vertical movement, BC is the Lamé curve movement (shown in dotted lines
in Figure 3), and CE is the horizontal movement. Ha is the pick-up height, and the horizontal length
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of IE is half the pick-up span Ba. Setting up the local plane coordinate system UO
′

W, the geometric
meaning of parameters e and f in Equation (4) are shown in Figure 3. ϕ is the turned angle from the
starting point B to the point ki(ui, wi) on the Lamé curve, which is noted clearly in Figure 3. The turned
angle from the starting point B to the point C is π/2.

The arc length of the curve from B to C is

lBC =

∫ π
4

0

(1 + tan2 ϕ)
√

e2 tan4 ϕ+ f 2

(1 + tan3 ϕ)
4/3

dϕ+

∫ π
4

0

(1 + tan2 ϕ)
√

f 2 tan4 ϕ+ e2

(1 + tan3 ϕ)
4/3

dϕ. (5)

In the local coordinate system UO
′

W, the coordinates of any point on the Lamé curve can be
expressed as Equation (6), based on the turned angle ϕ:

u(ϕ) = 2e+(2e−Ba)(1+tan3 ϕ)
1/3

2(1+tan3 ϕ)
1/3

w(ϕ) =
f tanϕ+(Ha− f )(1+tan3 ϕ)

1/3

(1+tan3 ϕ)
1/3

(6)

3.2. Space-Path Coordinate Transform

For the convenience of our study, it is necessary to transform the spatial gate-shaped path in the
OXYZ coordinate system into the one seen in the UO

′

W plane local coordinate system. Assuming the
pick-up endpoints have the same spatial Z-axis coordinate value, the transformation from the OXYZ
coordinate system to the UO

′

W plane local coordinate system only needs to take the translation of the
origin and the rotation transformation along the X axis into consideration. The coordinates (x, y, z) of
any spatial point in the OXYZ coordinate system will be marked as (u, w) in the UO

′

W plane local
coordinate system after the transition, which can be described as Equation (7).

x
y
z
1

 = Q


u
0
w
1

 =

λ11 λ12 λ13 λ14

λ21 λ22 λ23 λ24

λ31 λ32 λ33 λ34

λ41 λ42 λ43 λ44




u
0
w
1

 (7)

where Q is the transformation matrix from the UO
′

W coordinates to the OXYZ coordinates, and Q−1 is
the transformation matrix from the OXYZ coordinates to the UO

′

W coordinates.

3.3. Motion Law Planning

In this section, the motion law planning of the Par4 robot in the operating space is studied, which
focuses on the displacement, velocity, and acceleration of the robot’s end-effector. In order to ensure the
smooth running of the robot end and to reduce residual vibration, a polynomial of fifth order or more is
employed for the displacement planning. The higher the order is, the more complex the calculation will
be. Thus, for simplicity, fifth- and sixth-order polynomials are selected here for displacement planning.

3.3.1. Polynomial Displacement Planning

• Quintic Polynomial Displacement Planning

For the stable operation of the robot end, the maximum acceleration is set at T/4 time, where T is
the pick-and-place period. The expressions of the quintic polynomial displacement and maximum
acceleration are obtained as Equations (8) and (9), by analyzing the initial and final displacement
boundary conditions, velocity boundary conditions and acceleration boundary conditions:

s(t) = amaxT2(6τ5
− 15τ4 + 10τ3)/5.625 (8)
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amax = 5.625Sa/T2 (9)

where τ = t/T, t is the current time; Sa is the total pick-up displacement, and here Sa = 2(Ha − f − e +
lBC) + Ba.

• Sextic Polynomial Displacement Planning

To reduce residual vibration at the falling point of the robot end, the proportion of the acceleration
time and deceleration time is set as 4:6 in the sextic polynomial motion law, meaning that the maximum
velocity is at 2T/5 time when the acceleration is zero, a(2T/5) = 0. Then, the expression of displacement
can be described as in Equation (10).

s(t) = Sa(−10τ6 + 36τ5
− 45τ4 + 20τ3) (10)

It should be remembered that both the quintic and the sextic polynomial displacement planning
expressions are asymmetric.

3.3.2. Piecewise Motion Planning Based on the Lamé Curve

Based on Figures 2 and 3, there are five segments in the gate-shaped pick-and-place movement:
The AB segment rising vertically, the BC segment rising along the Lamé curve, the CF segment moving
horizontally, the FG segment falling along the Lamé curve and the GH segment falling vertically. Due
to the symmetry of the motion trajectory, the following section will mainly study the motion planning
of the AB segment, BC segment, and CF segment in the UO

′

W plane local coordinate system, and
finally convert the planning to the space coordinate OXYZ.

1. AB Segment Motion Planning

The displacement range is 0 ≤ s(t) < (Ha − f ), with vertical motion only. The spatial coordinates
of point A are set as (xA, yA, zA), and the current time is denoted as ti, so, the displacement, velocity
and acceleration laws in the space coordinate OXYZ can be shown in Equations (11)–(13):[

xi yi zi
]
=

[
xA yA zA + s(ti)

]
(11)[

vxi vyi vzi
]
=

[
0 0 s′(ti)

]
(12)[

axi ayi azi
]
=

[
0 0 s′′(ti)

]
. (13)

2. BC Segment Motion Planning

• Displacement Planning

When the displacement is taken as (Ha − f ) ≤ s(t) < (Ha − f ) + lBC, it moves along the Lamé
curve. Taking the previous running point to be ki−1, the current running point is ki, as indicated in
Figure 3. The key is to calculate the interpolation values ∆ui and ∆wi. In Figure 3, there is the increment
of arc length ∆li = s(ti) − s(ti−1), in which ti represents the present time, and ti−1 the previous time.
According to Equation (4), Equation (14) is deduced:

u′i (w) = −(w2
i e3)/(u2

i f 3) (14)

When the interpolation time is ∆ti → 0 , then ∆li → 0 . The approximate arc differential calculation
formula can be obtained as in Equation (15):

∆wi ≈ ∆li/
√

1 + [u′i (w)]2. (15)
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Thus,
wi = wi−1 + ∆wi. (16)

The following can be obtained from Equations (4) and (16):

ui = e[1− (wi/ f )3]
1/3

(17)

∆ui = ui − ui−1. (18)

According to the analysis above, to avoid u′i (w)→∞ when ki is approaching the W axis,
w′i (u) = −(u

2
i f 3)/(w2

i e3) can be calculated first with Equation (4), and in the same way, ∆ui can be
calculated first, before calculating ui, wi, and ∆wi in turn. There is a strong duality between the two
calculated methods. In order to reduce calculation errors, when (Ha − f ) ≤ s(t) < (Ha − f ) + lBC/2,
the former method is adopted; when (Ha − f ) + lBC/2 ≤ s(t) < (Ha − f ) + lBC, the latter method
is adopted.

The coordinate transformation can be attained as
xi
yi
zi

 =

λ11 λ13

λ21 λ23

λ31 λ33


[

ui
wi

]
+


λ14

λ24

λ34

 (19)

If Xi =


xi
yi
zi

, Q1 =


λ11 λ13

λ21 λ23

λ31 λ33

, Q2 =
[
λ14 λ24 λ34

]T
, Ui =

[
ui wi

]T
, Equation (19) can

be denoted as Xi = Q1Ui + Q2.

• Speed Planning

When ∆ti → 0 , ∆li → 0 , ∆li ≈
√

∆u2
i + ∆w2

i , then

vui ≈ s′(ti)
∆ui√

∆u2
i + ∆w2

i

=
s′(ti)∆ui

∆li
(20)

vwi ≈ s′(ti)
∆wi√

∆u2
i + ∆w2

i

=
s′(ti)∆wi

∆li
. (21)

The velocities converted to the robot’s end space coordinate OXYZ are[
vxi vyi vzi

]T
= Q1

[
vui vwi

]T
. (22)

• Acceleration Planning

The acceleration along the U axis can be calculated as follows:

u′′ (t) =
d
dt

u′(t) =
d
dt
(u′(ϕ)ϕ′(t)) = u′′ (ϕ)[ϕ′(t)]2 + u′(ϕ)ϕ′′ (t). (23)

Similarly, the acceleration calculation formula along the W axis can be obtained as

w′′ (t) = w′′ (ϕ)[ϕ′(t)]2 + w′(ϕ)ϕ′′ (t). (24)

Here, all of u′(ϕ), u′′ (ϕ), w′(ϕ) and w′′ (ϕ) can be calculated by Equation (6), and the calculation
of ϕ′(t) and ϕ′′ (t) will be derived as follows:
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Since s′(t) = s′(ϕ)ϕ′(t), and the motion of the Lamé curve shown in Figure 3 is in the rising state,
i.e., s′(ϕ) > 0, then ϕ′(t) can be calculated as Equation (25):

ϕ′(t) =
s′(t)
s′(ϕ)

=
s′(t)√

[u′(ϕ)]2 + [w′(ϕ)]2
. (25)

Thus, ϕ′′ (t) can be calculated by performing the derivation of Equation (25) with respect to the
variable t.

The acceleration converted to the robot end space coordinate OXYZ is[
axi ayi azi

]T
= Q1

[
aui awi

]T
= Q1

[
u′′(ti) w′′(ti)

]T
. (26)

3. CF Segment Motion Planning

When the displacement is taken as (Ha − f + lBC) ≤ s(t) < (Ha − f + lBC + Ba − 2e), the motion of
the CF segment is a plane horizontal movement, and in the UO

′

W coordinate system, there are the
following equations: ∆ui = ∆li = s(ti)− s(ti−1), ∆wi = 0, vui = s′(ti), vwi = 0, aui = s′′ (ti), and awi = 0.

Taking the coordinate of point C in the UO
′

W coordinate system as (uC, wC), then, ui = ui−1 +

∆ui = ui−1 + ∆li, and wi = wi−1 = wC.
The planning converted to the robot end space OXYZ is

[
xi yi zi

]T
= Q1

[
ui wC

]T
+ Q2[

vxi vyi vzi
]T

= Q1

[
s′(ti) 0

]T[
axi ayi azi

]T
= Q1

[
s′′(ti) 0

]T
. (27)

4. Other Segment Motion Planning

Due to the left–right symmetry of the gate-shaped trajectory, the FG segment’s motion is identical to
the BC segment’s, and the GH segment’s motion to the AB segment’s, so they will be not elaborated here.

According to the motion planning described above, the interpolation displacement, velocity, and
acceleration of the gate-shaped trajectory at each moment can be obtained based on the Lamé curve,
and then the rotation angle of each driving unit can be obtained through the inverse kinematic equation
analysis, so that the desired trajectory planning can be achieved.

4. Trajectory Optimization Based on GWO

Although the trajectory shape and motion law of the Par4 parallel robot have been planned in
the previous sections, the problem of parameter selection for the Lamé curve remains unresolved.
Previously, the parameters of the Lamé curve have mainly been determined in the planning process
through prior knowledge, and certainly there are some optimization designs done already, such as
the method for a Delta parallel robot in [37], which is a brute force optimization method where the
parameters of the Lamé curve were traversed at a step length of 1 mm, thus causing not only a heavy
workload but also a large degree of optimization error. Therefore, in this paper, we adopt the recently
proposed Grey Wolf Optimizer (GWO) to achieve the trajectory optimization with the target of minimal
energy consumption for the Par4 parallel robot. In this section, the GWO algorithm is first introduced,
and then the trajectory optimization method is elaborated.

4.1. Grey Wolf Optimizer

The GWO algorithm is a new intelligent algorithm, proposed in 2014 [38]. Because of its features
of simple operational structure, high search efficiency, and ease of understanding and programming,
it has been widely employed in all walks of life since it was proposed [39–41].
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The GWO algorithm aims to simulate the group hunting behavior of grey wolves [38]. In GWO,
the prey represents the optimal solution, and the process of optimization can be understood as catching
the prey. Generally, there are three grey wolves in leadership roles, named Wolf α, Wolf β and Wolf δ,
and there are many searching wolves, all called Wolf ω, whose number is often in dozens. During the
process of catching the prey, Wolf α is the wolf closest to the prey, Wolf β the further away, and Wolf
δ further away again. The positions of the three leader grey wolves are always taken as a reference
for Wolfω to carry out the hunting search behavior. Until all Wolvesω complete the hunting search
behavior with their own positions updated, the position of Wolf α, Wolf β or Wolf δ can be updated as
long as the solution of Wolf ω is better than theirs. In each iteration, Wolf α always represents the
optimal solution, meaning it is closest to the prey. In the hunting search progress, the updated position
of Wolfω is very important, which can be calculated as follows:

x j+1
1 = xα − a1

∣∣∣∣c1xα − x j
r

∣∣∣∣ (28)

x j+1
2 = xβ − a2

∣∣∣∣c2xβ − x j
r

∣∣∣∣ (29)

x j+1
3 = xδ − a3

∣∣∣∣c3xδ − x j
r

∣∣∣∣ (30)

x j+1
r =

x j+1
1 + x j+1

2 + x j+1
3

3
. (31)

Here, x j
r is the position vector of the rth wolf in the current iteration, x j+1

r the position vector of
the rth wolf in the next iteration, xα, xβ and xδ the current position vectors of Wolf α, Wolf β and Wolf
δ, respectively, and the calculation formulas of the parameters a and c are as follows:

a = 2 · rand1 · χ − χ (32)

c = 2 · rand2 (33)

In Equations (32) and (33), all elements in vectors rand1 and rand2 are random variables between
0 and 1, the value of the element in vector χ gradually decreases from 2 to 0 with the increasing of
iterations, and the ith-dimensional element of vector χ can be calculated as follows:

χi = 2− 2 · i/Max_iter (34)

where i is the number of the current iteration and Max_iter the total number of iterations.
The result obtained by substituting the position vector of the wolf into the objective function is

called the fitness. Then, the steps of GWO can be described as follows:
Step 1: Randomly initialize the position vectors of all wolves, including Wolf α, Wolf β, Wolf δ

and all Wolvesωwithin the allowable range, and obtain the corresponding fitness values.
Step 2: Compare the fitness value of Wolfω with the fitness values of Wolf α, Wolf β and Wolf δ,

respectively, and if the fitness value of Wolf ω is superior, then use the position vector of Wolf ω to
replace the position vector of Wolf α, Wolf β or Wolf δ, accordingly.

Step 3: Update the position vector of Wolfω in accordance with Equations (28)–(31).
Step 4: Determine whether the iteration end condition is met. If the condition is satisfied, output

the position vector and the fitness value of Wolf α, otherwise return to Step 2, and continue to perform
the searching behavior.

4.2. Trajectory Optimization

From the geometric meaning of parameters e and f as shown in Figure 3, it can be established
that the shape of the Lamé curve will be vary with different parameters of e and f, which will result in
different pick-and-place trajectories for the Par4 parallel robot. Then, the question arises of which set
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of parameters e and f is more suitable for the Par4 parallel robot. Here, the GWO algorithm will be
introduced to find the optimum values of parameters e and f, and the optimization will be measured
by the energy consumption of the Par4 parallel robot.

4.2.1. Mechanical Energy Consumption of the Par4 Parallel Robot

For the Par4 parallel robot, the total power of its motors is the sum of the circuit thermal
power, the magnetic field energy storage power and the mechanical power, among which the circuit
thermal power and magnetic field energy power are relatively small, and consequently, the total
energy consumption of the robot can be considered equal to the mechanical energy consumption.
The instantaneous mechanical power of the Par4 robot is calculated as follows:

p(t) = p1(t) + p2(t) + p3(t) + p4(t) (35)

where pi(t)(i = 1, 2, 3, 4) is the instantaneous mechanical power of each drive unit, and t is the time,
in seconds.

Assuming that only energy consumption braking is applied, the instantaneous mechanical power
of each motor in the Par4 parallel robot is:

pi(t) =
{
τi(t)

.
qi(t), τi(t)

.
qi(t) > 0

0, τi(t)
.
qi(t) ≤ 0

(36)

Then, the total mechanical energy consumption of the Par4 parallel robot can be calculated as
follows:

Em =

∫ T

0
p(t)dt =

∫ T

0

4∑
i=1

pi(t)dt (37)

where Em is the total mechanical energy consumption, and T is the running period in seconds.

4.2.2. Trajectory Optimization Based on the GWO Algorithm

Next, we arrive at the main question of this research work—the minimum mechanical energy
consumption and the optimization of the parameters e and f. For the trajectory optimization of the Par4
parallel robot, the mechanical energy consumption is taken as the fitness value and the parameters
e and f are selected as the elements of the wolf’s position vector. The specific design scheme of the
trajectory planning optimization is described as follows: First, the value ranges of parameters e and f
are determined by the pick-up span and the pick-up height respectively, i.e., the value range of e is
[0,Ba/2], and the value range of f is [0,Ha]. The pick-up span can be computed from the pick-and-place
endpoint coordinates, and the pick-up height can be set at an appropriate value by the user. Then,
according to the current distances from Wolf ω to Wolf α, Wolf β and Wolf δ, namely D1, D2, and
D3, respectively, as shown in Figure 3, we can calculate the likely location of the prey by Equations
(28)–(31), which falls within the range of Radius r in Figure 4, representing the possible optimal value
range of parameters e and f in the trajectory planning of the Par4 parallel robot. Then, we substitute
the obtained optimal e and f values into the gate–shaped path formula which has been planned
above, and the corresponding minimum mechanical energy consumption is obtained by following
the fifth-order or sixth-order polynomial motion law. Finally, we determine whether the mechanical
energy consumption after several iterations is at the minimum. If it is at the minimum, the trajectory
optimization is ended; otherwise, we continue to find the optimal parameters e and f by using the
GWO algorithm. In Figure 4, c1, c2, c3, a1, a2, and a3 correspond to the parameters in Equations
(28)–(30). Among them, c1, c2, and c3 represent the weights of Wolf α, Wolf β, and Wolf δ, respectively,
in the searching calculation, and the numerical calculations all adopt the formula of Equation (33); a1,
a2, and a3 represent the distance factors from Wolf α, Wolf β, and Wolf δ, respectively, to the current
Wolfω, whose calculations follow Equation (32).
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The optimization of the planned trajectory with the GWO algorithm has the following advantages:
1. The GWO algorithm takes a simple structure and legible logic, making the programming easily

accessible and the program statement more concise. Therefore, the GWO to some extent achieves a
complementary effect for the complex programmed control system of the Par4 parallel robot itself,
acting as a time balancer in the total running time.

2. The parameters of the GWO algorithm need little setting, making the operation of the Par4
parallel robot more convenient and easier when changing the parameters, such as the pick-and-place
endpoints and the pick-up height.

3. In the GWO algorithm, the searching method around the location of the three leader wolves is
adopted, which helps towards a fast convergence.

Although the GWO algorithm has the disadvantage of easily falling into the local optimum
when all the three leader wolves are in the same local optimal region, it has little impact on the
practical application with limited parameters in a fixed range under certain conditions. Therefore,
the possibility of the algorithm falling into the local optimum is greatly reduced when applied in the
above trajectory optimization.

5. Experimental Verification of Trajectory Optimization

In this section, the planning and optimization methods designed above are verified by some
experiments. To compare and analyze the influence of the fifth- and sixth-order polynomial movement
rules on mechanical energy consumption, the following scheme was adopted: the basic experiment
with a group of data was done first, then the comparison experiments with multiple data were be
performed. In the comparison experiments, three parameters, i.e., pick-up span, pick-up height
and pick-and-place endpoints coordinates, were taken into consideration. The overall comparative
experiments were designed by fixing the values of two parameters and changing the value of the third
parameter. In all experiments, the number of wolves was set at 50, and the number of iterations was
set at 40. The parameters of the Par4 robot are shown in Table 1, and the experimental platform is
shown in Figure 5.
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Table 1. Par4 parallel robot-related parameters.

Parameter Name Value

Length of big arm Li 273 mm
Length of small arm li 600 mm

Radius of big arm revolute R 190 mm
Length of moving platform along x axis d 160 mm
Length of moving platform along y axis h 160 mm
Distance between Bi and Ci along y axis hi 20 mm
Distance between Bi and Ci along x axis di 20 mm

Load mass of moving platform mc 0 kg
Mass of big arm mb 0.08 kg

Mass of small arm ms 0.07 kg
Mass of moving platform md 2.6 kg

Mass of big arm end connections mend 0.59 kg
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5.1. Basic Experiment

With a group of pick-and-place endpoints taken and the pick-up height given, the trajectory
planning above was adopted, i.e., the sleek gate-shaped path based on the Lamé curve was selected,
and the fifth- and sixth-order polynomial motion laws were respectively applied to carry out the
optimization experiment based on the GWO algorithm for the lowest mechanical energy consumption.

The coordinates of the starting pick-and-place endpoint were set at k0 = [−250, 20,−543.5], the
ending coordinates at k f = [250, 0,−543.5], and the pick-up height at Ha = 100 mm, so then the
pick-up span could be obtained as Ba = 500.4 mm. The optimal values of parameter e, parameter
f, and the minimum mechanical energy consumption (noted as Emin for convenience) based on the
GWO algorithm are shown in Table 2. The unit of parameters e and f is millimeters (mm), the unit
of Emin is joules (J). The units of these parameters in subsequent tables are the same. The numerical
results in Table 2 reflect the fact that the mechanical energy consumption is relatively smaller under
the law of quintic polynomial motion. It is worth mentioning that the optimization result of parameter
e is the same (250.2 mm, Ba/2) regardless of the motion law of the quintic polynomial or the sextic
polynomial. However, the optimization result of Parameter f is not the same. The optimal values in
Table 2 were taken, and the trajectory planning method above was implemented. Then, the trajectories
were obtained under the fifth-order and sixth-order polynomial motion laws, as shown in Figure 6.
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Table 2. Results of parameter optimization based on GWO.

Motion Law e/mm f /mm Emin/J

Quintic polynomial 250.2 32.3 8.209
Sextic polynomial 250.2 38.2 8.500
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The iteration trajectory of mechanical energy consumption Emin is shown in Figure 7. From the
results in Figure 7, the overall Emin value of the quintic polynomial motion law (left figure) is smaller
than that of the sextic polynomial motion law (right figure). When the Emin reading is at a higher value,
the left graph displays a thin thread-like peak in Figure 7, which shows that only a few wolves in the
GWO algorithm failed to find the best prey in time. In other words, in the iterative process, GWO has
higher efficiency and faster convergence under the law of quintic polynomial motion. The rotation
angles, angular velocities, and corresponding drive torques of each joint of the Par4 parallel robot were
obtained based on the optimum parameters e and f, which are shown in Figure 8.
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5.2. Experiments with the Same Pick-and-Place Endpoints and Different Pick-Up Heights

Table 3 shows the optimization results with the minimum mechanical energy consumption when
the pick-and-place endpoint coordinates were set at k0 = [−250, 20,−543.5] and k f = [250, 0,−543.5],
thus the pick-up span was fixed at Ba = 500.4 mm. The pick-up heights were set at 100, 110, 120, 130,
140 and 150 mm, respectively. According to the results in Table 3, the mechanical energy consumption
of the sextic polynomial was slightly higher than that of the quintic polynomial. In addition, at different
pick-up heights, the optimal value of parameter e was 250.2 mm (this value is Ba/2) regardless of the
movement law of the quintic or sextic polynomial, and the optimal value of parameter f increases with
the increase in pick-up height.
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Table 3. Optimized results with different Ha, the same Ba and the same endpoints.

Motion Law/Ha
Quintic Polynomial Sextic Polynomial

e/mm f /mm Emin/J e/mm f /mm Emin/J

100 mm 250.2 32.3 8.209 250.2 38.2 8.500
110 mm 250.2 33.7 8.757 250.2 40.2 9.054
120 mm 250.2 35.4 9.323 250.2 42.3 9.628
130 mm 250.2 37.1 9.912 250.2 44.6 10.224
140 mm 250.2 38.7 10.528 250.2 47.1 10.847
150 mm 250.2 40.5 11.178 250.2 50.0 11.503

5.3. Experiments with Different Pick-and-Place Endpoints and the Same Pick-Up Height and Span

For the sake of comparison and analysis, here, five groups of different pick-and-place endpoints
were taken for planning and comparison in the Par4 robot’s spatial feasible region. The X and Y axis
coordinates of the former two groups of pick-and-place endpoints were both small and far away from
the boundary of the robot’s feasible region, while the X or Y axis coordinates of the last three groups
of pick-and-place endpoints were relatively larger and closer to the boundary of the robot’s feasible
region. In the experiments, the pick-up height was the same, set at 120 mm; the pick-up spans were all
set at 500.4 mm. Table 4 shows the optimization results based on GWO, and the minimum mechanical
energy consumptions are given accordingly. Since all the Z-axis coordinates (−543.5) were the same,
for simplicity, only X-axis and Y-axis coordinates are listed in Table 4 for the pick-and-place endpoints.

Table 4. Optimized results with the same Ha, the same Ba and different endpoints.

Motion Law/Pick-and-Place
Points Quintic Polynomial Sextic Polynomial

k0 kf e/mm f /mm Emin/J e/mm f /mm Emin/J

[−200,237.6] [150,−120] 250.2 39.2 9.445 250.2 50.3 9.566
[−250,20] [250,0] 250.2 35.4 9.323 250.2 42.3 9.628

[20,20] [360,387.2] 250.2 120.0 11.266 250.2 120 12.515
[−10,−20] [−260,−453.5] 250.2 120.0 15.142 250.0 120 15.167

[0,200] [−400,−100.7] 250.2 120.0 10.954 250.2 120 10.963

From Table 4, the mechanical energy consumptions under the former two sets of coordinates were
relatively lower than those under the last three sets of coordinates, and in particular, the Emin values
for the fourth set of coordinates were the highest. Moreover, in the experiments, the mechanical energy
consumption based on the quintic polynomial was less than that based on the sextic polynomial under
the same conditions. Besides, it is worth mentioning that almost all of the optimal values of parameter
e were 250.2 mm (this value is Ba/2), while the optimal values of parameter f were relatively smaller in
the former two sets of coordinates than those in the last three sets of coordinates, which were close
to the pick-up height Ha (120 mm). Hence, the optimal value of parameter f is related to the spatial
coordinates of the pick-and-place endpoints.

5.4. Experiments with Different Pick-Up Spans, Different Pick-and-Place Endpoints and the Same Pick-Up
Height

The pick-up height was taken as 120 mm, and six groups of different pick-and-place endpoints
were selected, of which the corresponding pick-up spans are shown in Table 5 as Ba/2. Since all the Z
axis coordinates are −543.5, only X axis and Y axis coordinates of the pick-and-place endpoints are
listed in Table 5, for simplicity. In Table 5, the difference between the two motion laws of quintic and
sextic polynomials is not obvious when the pick-up height and the pick-and-place coordinates are the
same. If the average mechanical energy consumption (denoted as average Emin) in the six different
groups of coordinates is taken for comparison, the value under the quintic polynomial motion law is
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lower than the one under the sextic polynomial motion law. In addition, regardless of the movement
law of the quintic or sextic polynomial, almost all the optimization values of parameter e are equal to
Ba/2, but the optimization feature of parameter f is not so obvious, and its value is not only related to
the movement law but also related to the pick-and-place endpoints.

Table 5. Optimized results with the same Ha, different Ba and different endpoints.

Motion
Law/Pick-and-Place

Points
Quintic Polynomial Sextic Polynomial

k0 kf Ba/2/mme/mm f /mm Emin/J e/mm f /mm Emin/J

[80,30] [30,−20] 35.4 35.4 81.5 7.283 35.3 76.8 7.287
[75,55] [−35,150] 72.7 72.7 120 7.746 72.7 120 7.744

[150,50] [−50,20] 101.1 101.1 120 7.883 101.1 120 7.878
[300,0] [−10,75] 159.5 159.5 120.0 7.721 159.5 120 7.711

[−210,50] [150,235] 202.4 202.4 37.0 8.852 202.4 40.8 8.890
[0,−305] [0,396.7] 350.9 350.9 63.3 11.048 350.9 76.5 11.124

average Emin 8.422 8.439

6. Conclusions

The main work of this paper is as follows:
1. The Lamé curve was employed in the trajectory planning of the Par4 parallel robot, and

the piecewise design method was adopted. Detailed analysis and precise planning were elaborated,
focusing on displacement, velocity, and acceleration in the Par4 parallel robot end operating space.

2. To minimize the total mechanical energy consumption of the driving joints, asymmetric
displacement planning was introduced based on the quintic and sextic polynomial motion laws.
A series of experiments were performed to compare and analyze the mechanical energy consumption
of the Par4 parallel robot under the quintic and sextic polynomial motion laws. The results reflect
that the mechanical energy consumption is lower when the motion law of the quintic polynomial
is adopted.

3. To find the optimal trajectory, the recently proposed GWO algorithm was used. After a series
of experiments to minimize the total mechanical energy consumption, it turned out that the optimal
value of parameter e of the Lamé curve can be set as half of the pick-up span in the Par4 parallel robot’s
trajectory planning, while the optimal value of parameter f depends on different pick-up heights and
different pick-and-place endpoints.

In addition, the mechanical energy consumption is related not only to the pick-up height and
pick-up span of the trajectory, but also to the coordinate position of the pick-and-place endpoints. The
closer the pick-and-place endpoints to the boundary of the Par4 parallel robot’s feasible region, the
higher the mechanical energy consumption will be.

The trajectory planning method proposed in this paper is also suitable for other parallel robots,
such as Delta parallel robots. Although the trajectory is based on the Lamé curve in this paper, the
design method is well suited to two-dimensional curves whose coordinate variables can both be
expressed as functions of an intermediate variable that changes over time, such as the circle, the
transitional parametric spline curve, and so on.
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